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once you've chosen your slicer of choice, you can easily adjust the settings by just clicking on the appropriate button. in addition, it allows you to connect to multiple printers simultaneously, and to
select a different printer for each part. actually, you do not need to use slicer to print your files. you can use the cura plugin by apple for mac, which will allow you to import your files into slic3r and

convert them into.stl files. most commercial slicers can generate g-code for 3d printers. the end result is the same. downloading the correct slicer version for sketchup is also very important. there are
currently four versions available for sketchup. the key differences between the four versions are the default settings they provide, the customizations that are made available, and the compatibility with
the cura plugin. the tools provided in each version are listed in the table below. slic3r is made for manual g-code generation. it has a wide variety of pre-configured slicing parameters and filters for file
types that allow it to perform very well. slic3r is also the recommended slicer for those who want to print from files or who only wish to slice a model for their own use. slic3r is the default slicer for cura.

the alternative is slic3r for cura, which is the slic3r version made for use with the cura plugin. the basic settings for slic3r for cura are similar to those provided by slic3r, but it also has additional
features that are built into cura. the additional features are the ability to change the settings of the extruder, the distance the nozzle moves, and the minimum distance between layers.
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More than just a slicer, Povray is a production-quality rendering engine. Open
the included Povray and Illustrator file in your sketchup document and you can

easily render your 3D model into a photo-realistic 2D vector image. Open
source applications can make advanced user settings available, such as a

printing path for an external printer or the ability to automatically start
sketchup when booting up the computer. These applications also make it easy
to view and manipulate a model without the need for an additional application.

Many CAD programs can import a model into Inventor to create a physical
model using your dimensions. However, this does not replace the SketchUp file.

In fact, it is essential to have both. You should create a second model to
represent the physical shape you wish to make. This model is what you will

send to your manufacturer. Now that you have a Repetier printer, youll need to
load your design into your Repetier host software. Repetier host is not SketchUp

so your design must be converted into Repetier parts. To do this, use a slicer
plugin to convert your components into the Repetier parts library. This a very
handy plugin that allows you to quickly slice your modeled object into multiple

pieces. Open your object and select convert object to component, then open the
sliceModeler dialogue. Make sure you set the slice modeler to the size of your

part. Then select the sliced object and the software will automatically add your
slices. Delete the slices and then add them to your model. This slicer plugin
supports Cura Engine and Skeinforge as slicing engines. Open the object or

model into the slicer, then select convert object to component. Next, open the
sliceModeler dialogue. Make sure you select the right slicer. If Cura engine is

selected and the slicer defaults to Cura, you must select Cura Process from the
slicer menu, then select the material and extruder. You may also do this in the
sliceModeler dialogue. This will yield the item you want. You may then cut it to
size by selecting the slices and the sliceModeler dialogue and cutting them out.
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